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1 J

d,

c.
Select the correct answ er

!) Retail communication

:2) Customers
~) Customer connect

program

4 None of the above

2)

c.
e.
Above arc the n"",t!,,v].·

1) l11(TC<LSl1lg sales
foot

Methods of eommunication with customers

fVl!.:~tmXl.<; of communication with rH'>(11fn"

Which of the below mentioned statements are true:
a. A crucial factor in the success
b. of media

n
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4) A retailer and manufacturer or awholesaler and

I) Mutual ,,,1,,',,,m,,,.,,o

3) Sharing advertising'
,

Which fixture can make goods appear less costly?

I) Gondola

Rounder

RS
sharing the cost of advertising is known as

Co-operative Q,,,,,,.nwm

Vertical co-operative advertising

Four way

I) Category Locationsignage

3) Pointof sate Promotional slg~1a~5e

A diagram that shows how where specific stock should be placed on retail shelves to
customers is called

I ) Layout 2) Display

4) Plano-gram

Study the following points:
a. Straight rack
c. Feature fixture
Above articles are used in stores for:

1) a&b.arc furniture

2) c&d are not used in stores

All are displaying aidslfixtures

None of the above

9) Consider the following methods:
a. Basicstock method
c. We.ek's supply method
e. Stock turnover rate
Above are parts of which type of planning:

1)

3)

b. Rounder
d. Gondolas

b. Percentage variation metnoc
d. Stock/sale ratio method

Stock planning

4) Sales planning
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j Basic stock method
",-, 1
."J 4) None the above

I j

variation method.
b. 1)<:feet ive and scrap aISf) form

Thefi customer is not considered as

a& bare true b & c arc true

3) a & c arc false All arc true

00-

1)

and return transactions

All the above

a.
b,
e.
11

a Scc are true b d arc true

a, b & d arc true 4 JAIl are false.

Match List I with List Il and select the. correct answer
Ust!

below the list

A
B
C.

A B

1) 3 "1-
2

..,
3"'

~

to
3.

c

5



15) Limitations of accounting are: .
a. Does not record ail events
c. Estimate based on judgement

1) a& b

a,c&d

RS
h. Does not reflect current value
d. Inndetluateinfonnation of cost and profits.

&d

4) All of the above

16) Buying starts when a consumer becomes conscious
a. New need b. need
c. Old need d. Dissatisfied need
Select the correct answer code below:

n a.b

3) b.d

b,c

a,e

Consider the following statements:
a. Debit note is intimation to the seller about the return
b. Credit note is the returned goods
c. Debit and credit notes are printed in same colour
d. Debit note is recorded in sales return book

correct option from the codes given

1) a & b are false

b&care

2) c & d are true

a bare true

IS) The that describes the action to be taken in the event in the serious incidents such as fire 01' a
disaster is known as:

1) Disaster management

19) Security who stay at one place and

1) Private security guards

Residential security guards

Standing instructions

rl"I,,,"',,.,.I"'tfo.., of the people and material are called

Personal security guards

Static security
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:2I How you will build the

! ) strong brand for store

attachments with customers

3 Both] & 2
None of the above

I) a is true Only b is true

Neither a & bare true.:; Both a & bare true

I) Clear visual due to dynamic in nature

if printing, and visualising

Born 1& 2

4 above

to attract customerson

Walls
Cash wraps

known as:

1 ) Point to

Cashoncash

'-V"3'I.."A while space

I) Productivity of allocated space

of are:

in turnover

store sale

14· *" •.. 7
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Stock it high & let it fly, is based on which ofthe merchandising display

1) Tonnage

Frontal

Vertical

4) High lightening

28) Which of the following includes the style! item way of presentation

1) Discount stores

3)
Drugstores

All theabove

Following are the techniques used to effectively prepare "LMOU"}~,",

a. Co-ordinate signs and graphics with store
b. Use signs as props
c. Limit the text on

correct statement from the above

1) a.h

a,b,c 4) a.c

30) Areas within a store designed to get the customers attention are known as-

1) Attention area
3) Free standing area

Feature area

Customer area

31) While preparing display area, a specific area or space is used to ';''''''I''''mercharldise that is being
promoted, such areas are termed as
a. Prorootional aisle
c. Promotional display
Select the correct option

1) aonly

3) a, b

b.
d.

Promotional area
Promote display

bonly

4) e, d

to:

1) The presentation

The presentation of store & its ,....•"'r'~t·'''nrh

that allows the entry of an the customersin

will allowin customers

3) will attract

4) The prC~seJ'lta!tlm of a store & its merchandise in some ways that will attract the attentions of all
employees
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i item

4 b. c, (!

c Music
e. Pattern
Select the correct from the codes

pop art

pop up adds

Mannequins usually display the
a. Newest merchandise
c. Last season

correct options from the

1) a only

a, b, c

Services are hp.'",r''''ft'''''~''''H'

to

b. Colour
(1, Scent

below:

soft

below:

b.t'

a,b

service. '11}cextent

Customer tolerance

14. -1*



38) Me Donald's happyprice

1) Standardization

3) Both 1& 2

, J>'" I'~ISan example 0 . i

RS
Cusromisation

39) Horne delivery would be important for which of the following retailers'?

4) None on:;oth

1) Hotels

Off price retail

Restaurant"

4) Ice cream parlour

40} Shopping and purchasing merchandise can be classified as?

I} Utilitarianneeds

Both I and 2

41) Which was the first shopping centre of India ?

1) Market

GolBazaar

2) Hedonic needs

4) Neither I nor 2

Crawford Markel

of retail store was oeeneo by government to increase availability of products to general

4) A.C Market

42) Which
public?

I ) Public distribution system

Rashan store

2) Khadiand

All of the above

1) Patronage objective

Institutional objective

44) The most frequent used .~~,,~<~,

samples, etc. are used to 'n•.•·"'·''''''

1) Sales

Advertising

2) Positioning objective

4) AUof the above

in promotion like coupons, premium. contest". loyalty

45) Fill the blank with the correct explanation given
Advertising is

I) Unpaid impersonal communication

Paid personal

Competitive parity method is a .•.vay of:

1) customers

numcanon budges

2) L.oyalty

4) Image

Unpaid personal communication

4) Paidimpersonal communication

4) Settingcommunication

1014··+
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111.·)sl

I) Food

Food

Food

of India

of India

of India

all of

aCI makes a criminal offense
or services?

Protect Act

LTV stands [or"

I) Customer time value

Creditors life time value

j \VeD

4,) Promotion

traders to

Consumer Protection

time value

menu

51) cover \vill1 the

2)1) Cross selling

under which

aovamages of customer loyalty above statement which holds true
customers always stick to the retailers

and from their preferred retailer
retailers

a.
b.
C. Not attracted towards
d. No cost is Involved
Select the correct answer using the code

presence

1) <1& b

d&a

1) Store

c&d

All of the above

wi th the help of?

11

indication related to
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One tools to excess service quality

!) Unknown shopper

Mystery shopper

2) Surprise shopper

All the above

55) Allowing lower most level of employee to take important decision regarding improvement
service is referred to

I) Participativedecisioa making

Decentralization

Empowerment

Responsibility sharing

What does FIFO stands for?

I ) First insured first out

3) First in first out

Free in flow out

4) None of the

In context of sales promotion which of the statements which are true?
a. They increase impulse purchase
b. They help to maintain store loyalty
c. They are very effective sales volume in the short term
d. Sales promotion introduce novelty and fun shopping
Select the correct answer using the code below

1) a&c

3) 11, b & d

2) b&d

4) AU of the above

58) Consider the following statements:
a. Greeting and approaching customers b.
c. Pre-senting and demonstrating merchandise d. Answering objections
e. Closing tile sales f.
The above mentioned statements are the part of following process:

1) Promotions
Loyalty

2) Selling

4) Customer complaint
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inlcTnal ofstore is
a. customer,
c The sales

I 1 b. d

~l H. L d

Customers em be divided into
;L
L

j) ;},(,d

0, c. d

6 J) Which of the

I) Non verbal. annroacn

RS
of3 clements \\hkh
h. Themerchandise
d. The location

2i a. b. C

<I, b,d

h. Fickle
d. Nevi

a, b, C

4) a, b.(,d

Social

methods arc used to & N'''''''''''' mercnandise
a, containers
c. Wooden crates

b. Cardboard cartons
d. Glass boxes

1) a, b, c

<1, b.d only

I) Store near ~t"'r.~c.",p

TlJ store on upper shelves

to?

I) on which items are loaded on

Dales on which items are dispatched from vendor

!O the storeon

on which items are llUmUUIL

b,c,d

b. c only

TIris way up

To store on

13
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In order to facilitate receiving of ordered inventory-
a. Days are prefixed for different items
b. Extra entry staff may be scheduled
c. Clear out area & storeroom
Select the correct options from codes given below

1) Only a, b

b,c

a, b, C

4) None of the above

Consider the following statements;
a. Confirming the numberof cartons match the quantity on the bill of lading
b. Examining the containers of damage, including tears or broken seals
c. Verify the weigrn, matches the amount charged
\Vhich of the above statements stand true for receiving merchandise:

n <1, b

a, b, c

2) h.c

a,c

67) Any discrepancies noted between received goods & those mentions on freight bills should be
noted on?

I) Oil the freight biUbetoresigning

On the store incoming register

2) On the freight carton

4) Onthe security reaister

Start the ~_'~~N'ofchecking freight comparing the vendors invoice against the stores
to ensure:
a. Prices and additional terms are as agreed upon
b. Quantities received by the retailer match purchase order
c. Product colours, sizes received are identical to order
d. Merchandise quality equals, or exceeds, the buyer's expectations
Select the correct Itrue statements stated above

order

1) a, b, C

3) a, b, c, d

b,c,d

4) h, d

14-+ 14
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) \\"Ca!hCrp.ric'i

\V!W!1 & a!1Yother customer sticker consider !hehand

I
1

\
l,

a.
h. and labels
c. for events or markdowns
Select the ones which hold true in the above context

b.c
None ofthe above

71) on thero rnark

I) Labels on the product

3 Bar Rubber ink

The sequence to stock merchandise is as follows:
a. Received
b. Chocked in
c. Ordered
d.
Select the correct sequence from the

I) c, a, b, d

below:

a, b, c, d

c, b, d, ac, b, a, d

Whenis
d.

in stock?
b. Ifplanned for a promotion

1) aonly

Both a & b 4) ofrhe above

statements:

14 - ..T.• 15
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Consider the foUowingstatements:
a. Work high priority& fast selling
b. Prick labels& ragging supplies away from C\.L<;tomers
c. Keep & emergency exists filled
d. Plan receiving & stocking carefully
Select the ones \vhich hold true in the above context:

0 a. b, e:? 2) a~b, d

b, e, d 4) a, c, d

75) Which following are common when approaching a customer:
a. Too soon, not giving customer enough time to settle b. No eye contact with customer
c. Making over smart remarks d. Making sincere compliment'>
Select the correct answer using the code below:

I) <l, b, e, d a, b, c

3) c, d a, 0, d

76) Which of the following is not a representation

1) Facial Expressions

Eye contact

language

2)
4) VoiceTone

Who the prime responsibility to choose and place order for the oroducts:

Planner

2) Store manager

Buyer

1) Merchandiser

78) Byusing
another

1) Electronic Data Interchange

Computer data link

2)
4) Allthe above

Which of the following is not the duty of a security guard stationed at the gate of'the store?

1) Ensure all security equipment is in working condition

Ensure all documentation is available at the start of the

Record allincidents
and is cneczeo

14~+ 16
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ki i\ Which of the

A

(;01.11.1'1;,1room duties In "{ilK

d

ll,c,d

<I, (I, C

housekeeping in storc does not result in:

I) Fewer tripping and slipping Accidents in clutter free work area

3) Better work conditionsrisk of fire

82) Following are the types of metal oeteetors used in a store:
u. Door frame metal b. Hand held metal detector
c. Walk thru Meta] detector d. Walk metal detector
Select the correct options from the code below:

l ) a. b b,e

ab, C

To respond to emergency the
a. Responding to an emergency alarm
c. scene isolation
Select the correct options from the code

personnel should he trained to:
h.
d.

below:

I) a, b
3) a, c, d

b,c

{t, b,c,d

84) \\'hich of the
B. Talk politely to
c. Be watchful on
Select

I) aoaly

3) b,c

theft

a, b

None ofthe above
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85) Common housekeeping tasks in a store does not include:

I) Vacooming

Laundry

2} Washremoval

Broom and moping

86) When applying housekeeping procedures to your counter areas, the
a. Clean b. Sate
c. Un clutter d.
e. Customerfriendly

the correct options from the codes given

1) a, b, c

b,c,d,e

b, c, d only

AUthe above

to be constdered are:

In a busy retail environment it's common [0 accumulate general waste, these may include:
a. Packaging material h.
c. Plastic d. Broken merchandise
Select the correct options from codes given below:

88) Consider the following statements in context to good nOI.lSeKC(tpulg

a. Clean the computers at least once a
b. Keep clutrerfree ersi VliStLU1L·" •••

c. Stack pallets, boxes, baskets etc neatly
d. Keep aisles, stairway & platforms clear from obstruction
Select the correct options from

I) c

3) a,h,c,d

1) a, b are true

a, c are true

2) a, b, d

a,b,c

a store:

14-+

2) 0, c, d are true

4) All statement;;;are true

18



Duties
To

b. To ensure is

RS

coumer

c. lines and credit card "'..:,,,';',n,,
d. To ensure returns are back to

are

1) a. b, d

a, C, d

can be enhanced the

1)

21

manual cash counter

11'",">1,·'; bar code scanner

hand written bills
less

91) which need to be at the door

Pending bins

below:

b,c,d

a, b. C

as

Doebills

1) Pack itetn

Gift item

Modem inventorycontrol

1J Point ofsale

also termed

away

methodare some tl'""'nu"",,

a. control
h. TIckler control
c. Click sheet control
Select the correct "1'>'"11''' from the codes

l) a, b

a, C

is based on
Barcode technology'

Amount of stock

below:

b,e

4) Allof the above

14 - -t-



1 ) i\1erchandise

u.
h. Call &

items without authorisation from or
from the codes below:

1) a & b are true b& c arc true

a & c arc true cis true

A rJfOCCSS where the manager to retain a WI1':'-11 the item is is known as

!) Ticket control

Srub control

Portion control

Price contra l

do we to stock or in a store:

and cost effectiveness

3) Time,

Time and money

money

l)1j Each racks & stocks location a code known as:

code

fixture map code

Kiranas b. Pan
d. Fruit vendor's

b '\

3) a, b. d a. L

14- + 20
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1!Jl 'rill p l<

n.'!~I1[(.'l

bulk

of various merchandisers is known 3S .

rnall market

mal!\, Mall market

(kl ) Rural retailindustry has the
a. Haat

forms

c,
b. Trade fair
d,

1\ a, b b, C

a.c

can 00 reduced by
a. Improved store b.

below:

I) a, b b, C

<1, b,c a,c

EAS stands for:

I) blecmc '"i,rni,,,oj~rm'nil'

2)

:I

Electronic Aerial
Electronic

14 -+ 21
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There are degrees of loyal aretailer have to manage.

1) 3

4

5

41 6
108) The customers who absolutely no preference & buy from any stores are known as

J) Spotters

3)
Splitters

4) Switehers

1(9) Customer data base is also regarded as

1) Data collection

3) Warehouse customer information

Data warehouse

4) Customer information

110) Following are methods of payment
11. Cash b. Credit
c. account cards d. purchase

1) a, b, c 2) a, b, a

a, b,c,d a, b, d

111 ) Consider the following statements in context 10 first aid:
a. Act calmly and logically b.
c. Be gentle but firm d.

Be in control
Don't talk much.

1) a, b, d

a, b, C

a, b,c,d

a, c, d

112) For cut and abrasion the first aid should be administered as follows

1) Wound need to clean with cold water
Wound needs to cleaned with warm water

Wound need to be cleaned with cold water and absorb
4) Wound need to left open

1 13) FOr artificial respiration the first
a. Cardin pulmonary respiration b.
c. Holgerrespiranon d.

the correct options from the codes given below:

Bolger Neilson
Cardio pulmonary resuscitation

l) a, b 2) b,d

3) b,c c, d

22
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1 )

1)

J) Runner

I I In case of distance
a. Goods not delivered within time
b. are than v\ihat 'NUS ordered
c. The
d. The

customer can be

customer

Select the correct

I) a,c

All above

11 ln

I)

2)
3)

4)

Gross rate on investment

on
Gross margin return on investment
Gross maximum return on investment

example118) OfIeofthe

f) Ripkart.com

3) BOOy.oom

11f) 1'bI~ of determining required number of employees and the
fIm1Idu:

Amazon.cor

at which

r ) LIbour mru.ntenance
3) ~lChedlJling

120) Major_I« It uhopping centre

i) Al'Ieh«~
ImporUnt ItOl"e

is

store

store

are IS

is
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